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editor’s note

Paul Kotze  
Editor

Craft in  
Architecture

T 
he work of the 2016 Sophia Gray Laureate,  
Al Stratford of East London, drew attention  
to the idea and praxis of craft in architecture. 
Stratford became an architect not through  

formal training, but by means of his inspired perfection 
of premanufactured building components. In doing  
so, he joined a constellation of internationally respected 
architects who have made a lasting contribution to 
the advancement of the profession and our shared 
knowledge base. 

There is an interesting parallel between Sophia  
Gray and Al Stratford. While they weren’t formally 
trained as architects, both are lauded for their 
contributions to the profession, albeit from within 

different times and circumstances.  
Both are naturally talented and, through 
problem-solving within the hard 
realities of daily life, made inspiring 
contributions. When Gray was faced 
with the near-insurmountable task of 
constructing a series of ‘English-style’ 
small church buildings in the old Cape 
Colony, she imported craftsmen who 
could transform local building materials 
into beautiful buildings that still 
represent an important stage in the 
development of our local built heritage. 
Stratford’s context was a South Africa 
at a completely different stage of 
development. He had some measure  
of craft and technical know-how to  

work with and, like all innovators, he applied his vision 
and knowledge to another series of problems. The 
various products, systems and buildings marked  
highly respected changes in our ability to build.

At the AZA 2016 Conference in Johannesburg, 
Professor Stanley Saitowitz, from San Francisco,  
and Ashoka Fellow Allan David Schwarz  
(MIT Mezimbite Forest Centre, Mozambique)  
gave thought-provoking presentations on their work  
and craft in architecture. It was evident that precision  
manufacture in highly controlled production facilities 
has now become an integral part of Saitowitz’s 

architecture. Schwarz’s work in Mozambique is, 
seemingly, the opposite. In a country where there is 
hardly a formal economy, his work incorporates food 
production, afforestation, skills development and 
transfer as well as the production of buildings, furniture 
and beautiful objects made from local hardwoods.  
In the background of the images Schwarz shared, one  
could see the electronic equipment that made the  
work, partially, possible. No doubt the electronic 
revolution also supported the realisation of the work 
of Saitowitz and Stratford as it has revolutionised 
architectural production the world over.

One is reminded of Frank Lloyd Wright’s words:  
‘In the years which have been devoted in my own  
life to working out in stubborn materials a feeling  
for the beautiful, in the vortex of distorted complex 
conditions, a hope has grown stronger with experience 
of each year, amounting now to a gradually deepening 
conviction that in the machine lies the only future  
of art and craft … that we are at last face to face with  
the machine – the modern Sphinx – whose riddle  
the artist must solve if he would that art live – for  
his nature holds the key’1.

As architects, we know that materials, thoughts, 
forms, concepts and processes travel to produce  
a complex world where it is increasingly difficult  
to find authenticity and ‘purity’ of thought.  
Few architects have real insight into, or influence  
on, the creation of the software that largely  
underpins the making of our built environment  
today. Unless architects can find some deeper 
understanding of these tools, they are bound to  
remain mere cogs in the larger wheels that produce  
the physical world. It would also mean that architects 
would become increasingly irrelevant to society  
– unless we carefully consider the meaningful  
physical making, or craft, of architecture.  ■

Erratum
Regarding ASA 81 - The photographs on pages 22-25 
were taken by Thomas de Bruyn. 

Unless architects  
can find some  

deeper understanding 
of these tools,  

they are bound to 
remain mere cogs in  

the larger wheels  
that produce  

the physical world.

1 Wright, FL. 1901. ‘The Art and Craft of the Machine’, 
Brush and Pencil Vol. 8 No. 2: p. 77-90
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Notes and News

N 
othing is as fulfilling as having one’s professional 
peers acknowledging excellent work achieved 
by one of their own. The Corobrik SAIA Awards 
programme is the pinnacle initiative in the 

architectural field that scrutinises and evaluates work 
done by professional architects in order to give it  
relevant recognition.

What makes these awards particularly important 
is the fact that the adjudicators tasked with assessing 
these projects are professionals who have distinguished 
themselves in the field. This professional architectural 
team of adjudicators cast a far sharper scrutiny on the 
projects under review than any layman could ever do. 

Projects that pass such scrutiny naturally bring  
a marked sense of pride to the architects responsible for 
the work. Over the years, the demands and expectations 
on the architectural profession placed by society at large 
have deepened as more people have become aware of the 
role that architects play in shaping their landscape. This 
societal expectation adds an additional consideration 
for the adjudication team. Their quest is to ensure that 
the projects they single out for merit and excellence also 
meet societal expectations of functionality, sustainability 

and environmental awareness, amongst others.
The projects that were submitted for consideration for 

this year’s awards were so varied in design, they must have 
given the adjudication team sleepless nights. We are so 
pleased to confirm that the quality of the projects certainly 
surpassed all expectations and demonstrated the unique 
architectural prowess that our members possess. 

The awards evening was graced by the presence of the 
Director General of the National Department of Public 
Works, Mziwonke Dlabantu, who delivered a keynote 
address that underscored government’s expectations of 
the profession. Dlabantu’s presence underscores SAIA’s 
commitment to working with government structures 
towards the enhancement of the profession.

We would like to congratulate all who entered the 
awards programme for setting such a high standard. 
We salute your hard work and are convinced that your 
clients are more than satisfied with the quality of their 
investment. Awards booklets that summarise the projects 
recognised are available from the SAIA National Office.

Obert Chakarisa
Chief Executive Officer (CEO)

Top projects honoured 
at Corobrik SAIA Awards

Obert Chakarisa

contributors

Prof. Jonathan Noble lectures at the 
University of the Witwatersrand and holds a 
PhD from the Bartlett School of Architecture. 
Noble is also a published author. 

Fritz Thomashoff is an architect in  
practice at Thomashoff + Partner. 
Thomashoff has also been an external 
examiner at various universities.

Walter Peters is a professor of architecture 
at the University of the Free State. Peters is  
also a professor emeritus at the University  
of KwaZulu-Natal.
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Notes and News

N
ot all architects and students would react 
positively to the idea of introducing the discipline 
to first-year students by having them make 
models of the villas of Renaissance architect, 

Andrea Palladio. You’d hear, ‘What does that mean for 
today − in Southern Africa?’ Fortunately, the lecturing 
staff at the Nelson Mandela Metropolitan University 
school never minded such comments, and an exhibition 
of the result of their work toured the country this year. 
This demonstrates the profound value of the exercise, 
which is of considerable interest to the profession.

A first ‘lesson’ to come out of it relates to method. The 
exhibition shows the plans, sections and elevations of 
most of Palladio’s villas, plus a range of ‘contemporary’ 
buildings from Le Corbusier to Fagan. Larger versions 
of the exhibition feature a longer list of contemporary 
architects. All work was made with precision and 
accuracy. Learning such exactitude is an exercise in 
itself. Yet knowing how precision counts is essential to 
the order as a whole.

Integral to the method is the process of making. 
Architecture has become further and further removed 
from making. The capitalist process works against craft, 
manual skill and particular detail. With globalism, 
materials and components for building come from 
anywhere. The global megacity is alienated from its 
local environment and cultural history. With the planet 
threatened by climate change and the disparity between 
rich and poor, the culture that values labour-intensive 
building processes, manual skills, and variety at the scale 
of detail needs vigorous reviving. This is especially true in 
this country, with its great need for urban construction, 
which provides employment, offering opportunities to 
develop craft traditions that were denied by apartheid’s 
job reservation and post-apartheid’s dismemberment of 
apprentice systems.

The press release for the University of the 
Witwatersrand leg of the exhibition, part of the AZA16 
conference, said those in Cape Town and Bloemfontein 
‘highlighted the universal principles of architecture’. 
Many may contest the idea of universal principles. The 
role and scope of architecture has widened considerably 
in recent years. But if you believe ‘...architecture to be 

a science, part of a general process of knowledge … 
constructed using a set of identified rules’¹ − a product 
of invention, but founded in reason and learning − this 
exhibition certainly shows it.

I find it difficult to remember experiencing such delight 
at the new understanding of buildings the exhibition 
stimulated − other than by actually visiting fine buildings. 
Nowadays, plans and sections in magazines and on the 
Internet are too small. Elevations are scarce. Photographs 
are always partial, selected and still. None of them match 
the understanding found in these reliefs. Consider the 
sheer spatial reverberation in Palladio’s work − the 
personality of the whole; the means used to embrace the 
countryside; the rhythm of entry in arcades and porticoes, 
stairs and ramps; the vigorous alternation of matter and 
space, light and shade. You walk through these reliefs, 
digesting the order of his buildings, and also of a wide 
selection of ‘descendants’ in the Western tradition.

That all the buildings come from the Western tradition 
is one possible criticism, as many of the principles 
demonstrated can be found in buildings outside of 
the West. Think of the mathematical ordering in 
Islamic architecture, or the refined hierarchies in local 
traditional homesteads. It would be good to see such 
examples included − a challenge to the researchers.

The form of the exhibition exemplifies its content: 
memorable, refined, precisely ordered but varied, 
sophisticated in proportion, colour and texture, redolent 
with meaning, and carefully organised. It demonstrates 
a new form of university research in the understanding 
and making of architectural design for South Africa. 
How affirming for students to be included in that.  ■

EXHIBITION – PALLADIO
 AND THE MODERN
A review of the NMMU student exhibition honouring the influence of the Renaissance architect.
Curators: Ernst Struwig, Dr Magda Minguzzi and Jean-Pierre Basson. By: Julian Cooke, an emeritus professor based in Cape Town, who 
was the head of the School of Architecture at the University of Cape Town and the editor of Architecture SA.

¹ Monestiroli, A. 2005. The Metope and the Triglyph: Nine Lectures in Architecture. 
Amsterdam: Sun Publishers. 

1 -4 Palladio and the Modern.
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Reductive 
Innovation 
 in Architecture 
In the speech he gave at the 28th Sophia Gray Memorial Lecture and Exhibition, the 2016  
laureate reflected on the context of his creativity and his solutions based on innovative reduction.
By: Al Stratford

I  am 67 but I feel like I’ve had a lifespan of about 80 
years. I grew up dirt poor on a farm in the Eastern 
Cape, in a building my parents built from scratch  
after the war. Our off-shutter concrete house with 

brick in-fill was built with aggregates from the station and 
cement mixed by the local people. As a little boy, I lived in 
an adjacent hut constructed for me and my brother. It was 
fabricated in the indigenous way, with wattle and daub 
and termite nests, which don’t dissolve in the rain. It was 
thatched with local grass called ncaluka. It was there, as  
a child, that my first attempt at architecture was revealed − 
an arrangement of a pair of gumboots beneath a straw  
hat. I also drew my first architectural drawing, a 
monumental depiction, in pencil. 

In the ‘60s, we saw Mdantsane, reputedly the second 
biggest township in South Africa, being built. The  
51/9 house, with its 50-odd square metres, was built 
on the Eastern Cape hills where the German farmers 
had been bought out. In 1974, the Architectural Journal 
lauded South Africa and its housing programme.  
I became conscious of the South African context and 
the growing apartheid situation. Where I grew up is 
the context from which I present my work. I am always 
moved by the context of living life in this country. 

Introduction to architecture 
I continued my love for drawing by studying motor 
mechanics and learning to draw technical drawings at East 

INTRODUCTION
Al Stratford is not just an architect. He and the 
team of like-minded spirits with which he has 
collaborated over years has adapted, with care 
and consideration, the boundaries of architecture 
beyond the genius to which our guild often  
restricts its doings. 

Stratford’s work gives testimony to the  
hands-on process of architectural design and 
fabrication, of modular systems of building and 

industrial design, regarding normative paradigms 
as design challenges open to shifts and folds. 

He lives and practises within an inventive  
and imaginative design ethos. Team Stratford’s 
ongoing innovation teaches that the ethos of 
creating and the art of assembling things should  
be done in a responsive and responsible way 
specific to our unique realities. In the words  
of his friends and colleagues from Durban,  

“It is not every day that someone invents his own 
projects, makes his own materials, designs his 
own furniture, and then builds, inhabits and  
uses them himself, all at the cutting edge of  
what is possible.”

Jako Olivier and Philippa Tumubweinee, 
Department of Architecture, University  
of the Free State.

ARCH82_NN_SohiaGrey_LaureateLecture1.indd   8 2016/11/07   3:33 PM
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Notes & News

1 View of the Exhibition.

1

London technical college. I started work doing structural 
steel detailing and went into engineering, doing reinforced 
concrete structures. During that time, I began visiting the 
beautiful East London library, designed by John Watson, 
where I discovered a whole section on art and architecture. 
This is how I started to study architecture by myself. 

Immediately, I thought I was an architect and started 
to design houses. Influenced by the books I read − the 
idea of horizontals and verticals, and the concept of 
‘form follows function’ − I went out and physically built 
five houses in Gonubie in 1973. Through learning how  
to build hands-on, my architectural career began.

Early lessons in practice
In 1975, I started working for Zakrzewski Associates in 
Durban. I was later approached by the Baptist Union of 
Southern Africa to design a generic church. The plan of 
the church was simple, consisting of three bays of three 
metres in both directions, with an outside courtyard for 
the baptismal area. But the clients felt the design did not 
look like a church, so it was never built. This experience 
taught me a lesson about context; about understanding 
people and aspirations. As architects, our clients want us 
to do something for them. They know what they want, but 
we think of what they need. Therein lies a big difference. 

I took a job with the Urban Foundation, participating 
in an architectural competition to upgrade the design for 
the 51/9 house in the urban context. The design proposals 
were never built. This experience taught me that a house 
is a human thing; it is an expression of who you are. If 
you have a state-built house, you’re not going to add onto 
it; you’re going to change it radically if you can. 

The invention of the Winblok
In 1979, I moved back to East London and designed a 
house for our family with block windows to detail. The 
idea came from a house designed by Colin Savage in 
Durban, in which the west windows had to be screened 
from that horrible sun and a clay grille block wall was 
built about a metre and a half away to shade the window. 
I thought that clay grille block, if glazed, could be 
integrated into the building envelope wall. This building 
was the beginning of the Winblok in 1980.

I made one Winblok out of timber and went to the local 
precast yard where moulds were made for me. At R10 
each, ten moulds were a R100 investment. We produced 
250 Winbloks for R1.90 each, and built the house.

The bond for our house was cancelled as I was 
apparently devaluing the property by building in these 
concrete windows. I managed to build the house but 
didn’t plaster it because of the expense. If you don’t 
plaster, you don’t need to paint. If you don’t paint the 
walls, you don’t need a skirting because you can sweep 
against the brick wall. Without plaster, a damp wall dries 
out, which implies you don’t have to build a cavity wall.

From this cost-driven exercise − reductive innovation −  
I believe in reducing everything to the minimum.  
I patented the Winblok in 1981. Through Malcolm 

Burger Architect, where I’d started to work in East 
London, I designed the Edenvale Baptist Church.  
This was the first Winblok building in Johannesburg, 
built in 1982. In 1984, I decided to build six semi-
detached townhouses in East London. Winblok became 
a product in its own right. The phone started to ring 
almost consistently every day as architects throughout 
Southern Africa started to use the product. 

Straight away, we had to design a whole production 
system for Winblok − from marketing material illustrating 
sun angles and engineering and structural considerations 
to moulds, friction stays, and all the bits and pieces to 
make the Winvents. My mechanical engineering diploma 
rendered me quite conversant in using steel and aluminium.

Functioning as a continuous wall, Winblok worked well 
in the context of the modernist approach. We decided   
to run a national competition for architects to explore the 
use of the Winblok. And in the late ‘80s and early ‘90s, 
architects throughout South Africa employed the product. 

Recently, I came across a building built by Frank 
Lloyd Wright in Detroit. I noticed his application of a 
fenestration technology very similar to the Winblok. He 
did not invent it, someone else did. As part of his Usonian 
concept, he was trying to develop a way of making 
architecture democratically available. In many ways, I am 
trying to do the same. Wright stacked the concrete blocks 
in straight bond. Although he was using this technology, 
they battled with it. The use of this product did not 
transpire at that stage because it was too early. We now 
have technologies that can make it happen.

Wintec Innovation
A series of inventions followed on the Winblok. The 
Winstep, consisting of interchangeable components with 
rotatable treads in scalloped beams, allows the designer  
to adjust staircases to different vertical heights within  
a building. The system can be placed horizontally to form 
a bridge, at a slope to form a ramp, or raised further the 
tread rotate in the scallop to form a staircase. The Winstep 
is dimensioned on the Neufert formula.Trailing  › 

ARCH82_NN_SohiaGrey_LaureateLecture1.indd   9 2016/11/07   3:34 PM
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Notes & News

2

on the Winstep, the spiral staircase that does not spiral 
was invented. Titled the Winstep Winder, the staircase 
offered an economical, easy way to create staircases.  

We started to investigate suspended floors. A 
conventional concrete floor, spanning six metres, 
weighs 480kg a square metre. Through the invention of 
the Windeck suspended flooring system, the weight is 
reduced to 180kg. Using pre-stressed concrete beams, 
tiles with a rebate on either side are placed on top of 
the beams to form a suspended floor. The Windeck and 
Winstep products won the South African Bureau of 
Standards Industrial Design Award in 1996. 

From my concerns attendant to the housing problem in 
South Africa and the challenges offered by the topography 
of the Eastern Cape with its steep terrain, the 1995 
Winkit house was conceptualised. A house sited on a 
steep slope requires cut and fill to work, eradicating the 
site in the process. The double-storey Winkit house is 
designed to be built from the inside with elevations being 
unwrapped through the building methodology that is 
proposed. Although these innovations and the subsequent 
production of these systems offered an opportunity for  
my family to build a business and a factory, I became  
an industrialist and wished to design more.

Focus on architectural design 
After designing House Dutton and the SAIA Award 
of Merit-winning Audio Video Gallery with Alan 
Ter Morshuizen in 1996, 1997 saw the development 
of Stratford’s Guesthouse. Based on the grid of 
two motorcar parking bays, the building design 
was developed on the idea of innovative reduction. 
Burrowing in, cars are placed underneath the building. 
The 3.6-metre cantilever over the parking bays required 
that the weight on the outside façade be reduced. By 
employing corrugated-iron cladding, simply attached to 
the floors and the ridge beam, structural steel support 
was eliminated. Structural stability was gained by 
bending the corrugated iron sheets, which acted as an 
arch. Inside, cardboard tubes were bonded into the 

corrugations, and insulation was placed between the 
cardboard tubes and covered with gypsum board to  
form the inside wall. The lightweight external wall  
of the building reduced the load on the cantilever. 

We built Stratford’s Guesthouse hands-on as 
owners and builders. Timber flooring was used for 
the shuttering. After the timber was stripped off, the 
striated-off shutter concrete surface was exposed. The 
same timber planks were then placed on top of the 
concrete slabs, sanded and varnished to become the  
floor − reductive innovation in architecture. 

As I was not an architect, the plans for Stratford 
Guesthouse were submitted to council in practice 
with the architect Ter Morshuizen. Encouraged by 
Paul Mikula, I decided to apply to SACAP to become 
an architect. I was required to submit a thesis. In the 
meantime, Ter Morshuizen and Stratford won a SAIA 
Award of Merit for the guesthouse. Through Stratford’s 
Guesthouse, Recognition of Prior Learning and writing 
the SACAP Professional Practice Exam in 2001,  
I became a registered architect.

I explored an earlier innovation of bending tempered 
glass in my 2002 design of a little circular pavilion plaza for 
the community of Own Haven, East London. On top of the 
gum poles, galvanised rebar frames were used to attach, 
bend and bond glass elements into position; a series of 
curved glass elements unite to form a glass dome. Floating 
independently and without touching each other, the glass 
elements were able to ventilate the Van Strien pavilion. 

In 2006 I designed House Kockett, East London. This 
design saw the invention of the Winslot system, which 
comprises a modular load-bearing fenestration system 
with horizontal precast concrete blades running into the 
brickwork. The horizontal blades act as sills, louvres and 
lintels while offering rain, sun and thermal protection.

Ter Morshuizen and Sindile Ngonyama and myself got 
involved with the design of a teaching campus for the 
University of Fort Hare. The new teaching facility was 
designed between two streets as a concourse running all the 
way through with staircases that mediate the in-between 
space, like snakes and ladders. Simple teaching wings were 
placed on either side of the concourse. Mediating staircases 
allow students to circulate and interact in that space.

Aiming for a sustainable design approach, the natural 
ventilation of this building was key. Natural ventilation 
through window openings would make the building 
susceptible to noise pollution. Instead, two basic   
energy sources were used: sun and wind. During the 
design phase, we built a detailed model of the proposed 
building, illustrating the influence of the sun and 
the wind and showing the airflow. We sought the 
involvement of the Council for Scientific and Industrial 
Research (CSIR) to validate the sustainable design.

We came up with the idea of creating a Venturi slot 
along the roof. Essentially, the building is lifted up on 
pilotis, the ventilated northern façade is employed to 
gather heat, and cooler air is drawn in from the south 

 façade using displacement ventilation that relies on   › 2 View of the Exhibition.
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rising hot air. Flowing from the south, air moves over 
planter boxes with creepers growing from them. Water, 
harvested from the roof, is pumped back to the top of 
the building and is used to irrigate the plants. Concrete 
ceilings absorb heat; the hot air rises and is then 
dissipated out through the structure. Grilled concrete 
floor tiles allow the cool air to come into the building. 

When it came time to start building, we understood 
that the specialised systems did not exist. I resigned as 
architect and designed the production system to create 
the floor structure and the Trombe wall design, which  
would absorb sunlight and act as a chimney. Again,  
I was not a practising architect. Instead, I was out there 
at the coalface producing something to build with. 

Fascinated by the question inventor and futurist 
Buckminster Fuller famously asked architect Norman 
Foster, ‘How much does your building weigh, Mr 
Foster?’, I started to ask it of myself: ‘How much does 
your building weigh, Mr Stratford?’ In analysing the 
building afterwards, we found that we’d reduced the 
carbon footprint by 33% and used 48% less cement.  
By using lighter columns, the structure was also 41% 
lighter than alternatives, and the whole design illustrated 
reduction. By developing a flooring system to span  
8.4 metres, the building was also cheaper. 

Contribution to SAIA
During this period, I’d become president of the  
SAIA Border Kei region and was inducted as president  
of SAIA National in 2009. I came into SAIA from a 
different point of reference, so I asked many questions. 
This led to the development of a new policy, which  
aimed to formulate a strategic plan that was sensitive  
to the paradigm shifts occurring as South Africa  
moved from the apartheid regime to democracy, while  
speaking to globalisation and the future of SAIA. 

We put forward a plan deemed necessary for 
transformation, not only in terms of demographics, but 
SAIA’s transformation in terms of the region that we are 
in. I think we’re in an incredible position in South Africa. 
I believe that Africa is the new beginning; the global 
opportunity. SACAP developed the professional categories 
in architecture and it was important to address SAIA’s 
inclusivity towards the different categories. Understanding 
that we had to run the institute more like a business 
demanded that we rebrand SAIA as one organisation, 
comprised of regional institutions.

Industrial design
Despite my commitment to SAIA, the design and 
construction for the University of Fort Hare and  
other projects, I never lost sight of my love for 
furniture – the chair, in particular. In 1976 in  
Durban, I’d started to design and build my own 
furniture and I continued designing furniture 
throughout my life. I have a passion for designing 
chairs; you touch architecture with your feet, hands 
and eyes, but you touch a chair with your body. How 

3

you actually relate to a chair is a difficult thing to 
design. Some of my first furniture included a modular 
denim lounge suite, and tables made by heating 
Perspex and bending the material. 

Furniture began to haunt me again in 1988. I designed 
the Chintsa Chair − inspired by Mario Botta and the 
riempies stoel − for the Style Design awards. Later, under 
the influence of Charles and Ray Eames, who pioneered 
forming plywood into shapes, I came up with the idea 
of flexing plywood strategically, which we call StratFlex. 
By bonding two pieces of plywood together with a piece 
of fabric in between, and then simply cutting it on either 
side and filling those cuts with rubber, it can flex. We 
exhibited StratFlex furniture at the 2013 Design Indaba 
and won the Innovation Award. 

Collaboration with Richard Stratford
Richard Stratford, my first-born son also became an 
architect but with a formal education. His contribution 
and extension of my material understanding has been 
fascinating to watch. 

In 2004, Richard joined me at Stratford Architects. 
While serving as SAIA president and working on the 
Fort Hare teaching facility, Andrew, my youngest son, 
needed a house. On a low budget, Richard and I built  
the The Shed house with the Winslot system, cladding 
and concrete blocks in 2010. 

Richard was later commissioned to design a little 
building, Fantasia, on top of a 9-metre diameter tank at 
Hogsback. He decided to explore the method of cold-
bending glass by bending glass further. 

Conclusion
To be invited as a Sophia Gray Laureate is a humbling 
experience. To be humble, one must first be humiliated. 
The arrogance in me gets humiliated when I see what 
people do and what God has done through them. In 
retrospect, I look back at my work and understand this 
creativity in the context of The Creative God whom  
I wish to serve.  ■

3 View of the Exhibition.
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Notes and News

T 
he Sophia Gray laureates are chosen annually from 
architects associated with South Africa. Some 
laureates might test the boundaries of self-expression, 
but the subject matter remains narrow. The physical 

presentation of the exhibitions can be confrontational, 
overwhelming, neat, minimalist − even sparse. In terms 
of the content, the material can be presented as intensely 
biographical, reflecting a narrative, whether themed or 
categorised. It can reflect the history of the practice, be 
project orientated or a complex combination thereof.

The 28th Sophia Gray Memorial Exhibition, by Al 
Stratford, was displayed in the Oliewenhuis Art Museum 
in Bloemfontein from 25 August to 18 September 2016. 
The exhibition was presented in an uncluttered, direct 
way. The bulk was made up of posters, furniture and 
real scale 1:1 building components. The subject matter 

followed a chronological order, but 
was more about a project in the 
making. The viewer could follow the 
process − on building sites, in the 
studio or workshop − of prototyping, 
manufacturing, re-engineering 
and producing the systems (the 
iconic Winblok system, as well as 
the Winstep, Winstep Winder and 
Wintec products). Furniture design 
was the second theme alongside that 
of innovation in construction. 

From a history of architecture 
point of view, the display dealing 
with the Winblok development is 
important. It charts the initial trial-
and-error process that happened 
at the architect’s own house. It 

also offers insight into the technical and bureaucratic 
demands that were met at the different stages of the 
product’s development, which enabled its marketing 
and production. Huge success followed, as the right 
product was available at the right time: archetypal 
square windows in a Postmodern-ripe South Africa. 
Walls of squares, strips and curves of squares and, above 
all, the stepped window became a familiar sight. To be 

confronted with the last decade of the old South Africa 
in vivid 3-D detail was one of the acute experiences the 
exhibition offered architects who lived through that era. 

For the furniture designs, photographs, models and 
drawings revealed a parallel stream of experimentation. 
As was the case with the Winblok, Stratford’s first seating 
designs were made for personal use and marketed only 
afterwards. Modular corner units in the 1970s, Botta-
inspired chairs in the 1980s, chairs for the Stratfords 
Guesthouse and the award-winning StratFlex series 
currently in production were exhibited. The furniture 
section documented a life of engagement with diverse 
materials: galvanised sheet metal, steel, copper, riempies, 
wood, and the combination of plywood and rubber.

One of the arresting details in the exhibition was the 
1:10 scale model of the University of Fort Hare lecture 
hall building, complete with spotlights heating the 
Trombe wall and a fan simulating the wind action. Fog 
from a smoke machine indicated the movement of air, 
in steam-punk fashion. Another poignant detail was the 
neat prototype for a Baptist church that was never used. 

Details aside, the exhibition gave a graphic 
presentation of an alternative road into the architectural 
profession, reflecting an inventor’s capacity for original 
thought and production. The inventor-architect with 
auction-tables full of ideas expressed in material form is 
a new category to add to the Sophia Gray series.  ■

The Sophia Gray 
Memorial Exhibition
East London architect Al Stratford, laureate of the 28th Sophia Gray 
Memorial Lecture, exhibited his life’s work at the event. 
By: Kobus du Preez, senior lecturer at the Department of Architecture at the University of the Free State in Bloemfontein

One of the arresting 
details in the exhibition 

was the 1:10 scale  
model of the University  

of Fort Hare lecture  
hall building, complete 

with spotlights  
heating the Trombe wall 

and a fan simulating  
the wind action.

1 View of the Exhibition.
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book review

P 
aul Jenkins draws from four decades of urban 
experience to build a case to free up African  
cities from the restrictive practices of the  
colonial past. He considers the heart of the  

urban problem facing governments; where to intervene 
and how to move away from ‘command and control’ 
methods that shape cities and towns? How to release  
the creative potential of people in evolving effective 
urban vernacular and forming organised, complex  
urban neighbourhoods?

Maputo, Mozambique, is used to understand  
African city dwellers’ actions and perceptions 
concerning the built environment. These are contrasted 
with the received wisdom concerning what the city  
and its physical manifestation should be. Jenkins  
argues for ‘going back’ to conceptual basics, examining 
the realities of present rapid urbanisation to consider 
future prognoses. For Jenkins, everyday homemaking  
is predominantly the domain of urban residents,  
with limited engagement by the state. By focusing  
on the home, we can understand the multiplicity  
of such units, which constitute the bulk of Africa’s  
fastest-growing cities.

Jenkins identifies two gaps in the approaches to  
urban development: that between the defined need  
and actual provision in formal systems; and that  
between actual demand and supply (informal or  
formal). The second gap – seen in settlements where 
people operate below the radar of the state; where 
attempts have been made to ‘formalise the informal’ – 
gives the best clues about how to deal with the  
problem. Although these areas seem chaotic, they 
continue to function as viable urban settlements.  
In studying the nature of urban form, it’s obvious  
that clear mores and norms are applied, not just those  
of the state. These are more based in sociocultural  
values. This doesn’t let the state ‘off the hook’,  
but challenges it to change its attitude and methods  
of engagement to recognise ‘formally’ what it often  
does ‘informally’. 

Jenkins is right to assert that what exists in urban 
Africa is a form of urbanity. This doesn’t mean it’s  
right or has reached a level of maturity to be classified  
as successful urbanism. He is also right to say 
governments must change their ways of viewing the  
city as a mechanistic model where fixed end states can  
be easily determined and delivered. This doesn’t mean 
that they’ll be easily convinced to do so.

A central theme of the book is the consideration  
of what is ‘urban’ in the African context. Herein lies  
the book’s dilemma. How to define it? Jenkins deals  
with this as a ‘peri-urban’ issue, never suggesting how  
we create the conditions for a truly African ‘urban’  
response. As he says, the preferred choice of people  
is still the colonial villa. His case studies show an 
individual approach with little or no interrelationship 
with neighbours. The case study plans are without 
context. There is no debate on the importance  
of issues such as proximity or collective action  
to create a more viable urbanity.

Jenkins advocates ‘transdisciplinarity’ to deal  
with the complexity of the ‘urban’ in Africa, without 
suggesting how. He challenges the tendency to rely  
on concepts derived from other places and times,  
but does not suggest a logical urban alternative.

The book challenges governments to come up with  
a new relationship between top-down and bottom-up.  
It shows the power of bottom-up action in Maputo,  
but doesn’t show how top-down can help shape or 
accelerate this growth. Maybe that is for another day.  ■

By: Kelvin Campbell

MINDING THE  
SECOND GAP
This case for emerging urban alternatives in sub-Saharan Africa 
suggests governments need to find a new way to release the potential 
of their citizens to help shape their own environments. 

1 Urbanisation, Urbanism and Urbanity in an African City: Home Spaces and  
House Cultures, by Paul Jenkins, is part of the ‘Africa Connects’ series by Palgrave  
Macmillan. Publication: 2013 (US); ISBN: 978-1-137-38016-6.

Kelvin Campbell, the chair of Smart Urbanism (London), is 
responsible for the MASSIVE SMALL project and is the author 
of The Radical Incrementalist. 
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 Muizenberg 
Police Museum: 

preserving an
odd pair

Architect: HolmJordaan Architects & Urban Designers.  
By: Walter Peters, professor of architecture at the University of the Free State.

The process of renovating and joining the two museum buildings  
was not without its complications, but a happy union resulted. 

1
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Project 1

O 
ften, restorations in the Western Cape involve 
buildings a few hundred years old. Naturally, 
complications and surprises must be expected.  
In the case of the Muizenberg Police Museum,  

each of the two buildings was barely 100 years old, the 
typical vintage of historical buildings in the rest of the 
country’s provinces. However, the complications  
were no simpler. In fact, parts of the process read like  
a Sherlock Holmes story…

CARNEGIE LIBRARY
The first building of the pair, the Carnegie Library,  
is one of eight extant in South Africa that was  
sponsored by the Scottish-American steel magnate  
and philanthropist Andrew Carnegie. The benefactor 
enabled an impressive 2 509 libraries to be built between 
1883 and 1929. The first was in his country of birth, 
but the majority were in the USA, with a few in other 
countries including Australia, New Zealand, Mauritius, 
and South Africa, where 12 were built. The one I know  
best, in Newcastle, KwaZulu-Natal, still takes pride  
of place, but now serves as the local art gallery.

It might be worth mentioning the ‘Carnegie  
formula’ in brief. As the preconditions for sponsorship,  
a municipality had to demonstrate the need for a  
public library, provide the site, and assure that staffing 
and maintenance would be covered by public funds.  
In turn, the library would have to be publicly accessible,  
and Carnegie promoted an ‘open stacks policy’ in  
that users could access the holdings. Interestingly, 
Vryheid, KwaZulu-Natal, was the first municipality  
to land a Carnegie library in South Africa, in 1906. 

The Muizenberg library was built in 1909/10 on the  
site that had been the tollhouse on what became  
Main Road leading to Simon’s Town. Like its 
counterparts, this library building was an imposing 
little structure, designed by local architects N Cowin 
& J Lyon. The rusticated and dentilled front has an 
open, colonnaded view veranda spanning between two 
porticos on a high stone plinth. The southern portico 
served as the entrance and contained the staircase that 
reached from the pavement. The plan was, essentially, 
that of a T, with the foyer leading into the library in the 
cross-bar, and services in the stem. A distinctive wooden 
cupola crowned the ridge of the hipped and pitched  
roof. The library served its community for some  
40 years, until the facility was relocated in 1952. 

POST OFFICE
The neighbouring building, on the north, commenced  
its life as a post office, distinguished by a high curvilinear 
gable, designed by the Public Works Department and 
built in 1912. Unlike the library, the post office has  ›  

Two months after the restoration began, the foreman 
reported that human skeletal remains had been 
found below the cement floor of the library building. 

1 Front elevation. 2 Side elevation and link section.
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 Fortunately, 
the ‘skeletons in 

the cupboard’ did not 
result in the project 

taking another 
trajectory − just a 

rightful delay.

3
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Project 1

two sets of stairs astride the projecting lobby, giving 
access to the postal hall occupying the front of the   
rectangular plan. Stylistically, this was an odd couple 
indeed − Palladian classicism alongside Cape Dutch. The 
pair was separated by the ramped staircase, the approach 
to the original police station, higher up the site. 

POLICE STATION
In 1934 the post office moved and the building was used as 
a police station and courthouse. In the retrofit, the raked 
interior of the postal hall received a suspended ceiling while 
the basement spaces, directly accessible from Main Road, 
were converted to holding cells, replete with steel doors. 

In 1952 the redundant Carnegie library building 
became incorporated functionally with the police 
station, and any remaining bookshelves were removed. 

POLICE MUSEUM
In the 1970s the police station relocated, and the site 
was abandoned until the early 1990s, when the two 
redundant buildings were converted into a police 
museum dedicated to the history of crime and law 
enforcement. Both buildings were declared National 
Monuments in 1991. However, a lack of maintenance  
and disrepair saw the museum close in the early 2000s. 

Revival
Following a qualified tender, HolmJordaan Architects & 
Urban Designers were appointed for the repair, restoration 
and upgrade of the museum complex. Further to a 
detailed inspection, their advice was followed: the two 
sites were consolidated and the planning status amended. 

The buildings were in a poor condition; their location 
by the sea had taken its toll. The retaining wall to the 
southern neighbour had collapsed and much architectural 
‘clutter’ had accumulated over the years. There was also 

no provision for the disabled, and the asbestos roof  
tiles had to be removed. Design proposals were restricted 
to the interior and a link between the two buildings, 
as the buildings are located within the Muizenberg 
conservation area and are declared provincial heritage 
sites. In addition, due to the proximity of the site to 
the 1795 Battle of Muizenberg − in which (with little 
resistance) a British fleet ended about 150 years of Dutch 
rule at the Cape − the architects recommended that an 
archaeologist be appointed with a watching brief.  

MR HOLMES NEEDED
Two months after the restoration began, the foreman 
reported that human skeletal remains had been found 
below the cement floor of the library building. A skeleton 
was exhumed in January 2013 − only a hair’s breadth 
from the foundation excavations, which the contractors 
of the Carnegie library did not note. The archaeologist 
was instructed to dig further test trenches, which 
revealed the existence of two additional burials. 

By definition, this constituted a graveyard, requiring  
a new excavation permit. This was granted, and both 
were also exhumed. The skeletons proved to be those 
of white males aged between 20 and 40. Based on teeth 
inspections, the archaeologist concluded that one of the 
deceased had been a pipe smoker. All three skeletons 
dated to 1840-70, in what might have been an informal 
burial ground of which apparently many can still be 
found in the Cape. A black floor tile placed on the 
diagonal in the former library space commemorates the 
finding of the anonymous skeletons.  ›

The archaeologist was instructed to  
dig further test trenches, which revealed 
the existence of two additional burials.

3 The carefully restored Carnegie Library at left and the the stairs to the Post Office at right.  
4 The original Post Office at left and Carnegie Library at right as viewed from the top of the site. 
5 Glazed link with the step in levels accommodated within the plane of the glazing at left.
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Project 1

UNIVERSAL ACCESSIBILITY 
The Police Museum was accommodated in the library, 
while the post office was equipped as a courthouse with 
the central staircase linking the dock with the holding 
cells in the basement. In this arrangement, the raked, 
open ceiling of the post office could again be exposed  
and the air-conditioning ducts suspended within,  
while new visitors’ ablutions could be accommodated  
at the rear. 

Two vexed problems remained: universal accessibility, 
and the link between the pair of buildings with a 
three-quarter-metre difference between floor levels. 
Unfortunately, the entrance is not universal. The  
abled use the historic staircase of the library while the 
disabled enter by lift from the basement of the post  
office. It is difficult to think of another possibility, but  
the spatial distinction between accesses for the two 
abilities is far from satisfactory.  

On the other hand, the glazed link between the 
buildings is a clever resolution. Obviously, the gradient 
is legislated for and the door positions as existing. This 
leads to a Z-shaped path, crossed by the ramped route, 
leading to the original police station behind, and which 
needed to remain to give access to the terraced back 
garden. The lower staircase of the crossing route had 
to be raised with additional risers to accommodate the 
gradient for a wheelchair while continuing within the 
link. The position of the Z is also of great advantage 
functionally − between one end of the museum and the 
rear of the post office, with the ablutions ahead, before 
entering the volume of the court room, or vice versa. 

The link is supported on a steel structure enclosed 
with frameless glass. It’s covered by shallow-pitch,  
lean-to roofs affixed to each building and therefore 
meeting at differing elevations. This is reconciled by  
a glazed step; the plane of which is continuous with the 
longest glass wall, and is therefore a part of the glazed 
enclosure. Frameless glass was also used to enclose the 
veranda and entrance to the library building, conserving 
the openness of the original design. In the holding  
cells, graffiti on the walls was conserved behind glass.

CONCLUSION
This is a case of painstaking restoration in tidying  
up and safeguarding a pair of old buildings, today 
literally cleft in two by the ramped staircase; and 
the sensitive, minimal, handling of the new link. 
Fortunately, the ‘skeletons in the cupboard’ did not  
result in the project taking another trajectory − just  
a rightful delay. As links to a chain of historic buildings 
lining Main Road, the SAPS Museum has resisted any 
particular attention, and even avoided the use of loud 
colours, such as those of patrol cars of the service.  
But an odd couple they remain. 

The conservation of historic buildings often depends 
on finding a viable new use. Having proved its 
discontinuity before, the question is whether a police 
museum is viable in the long run, given the context 
of the expenditure of public funds for the thorough 
restoration of the buildings.  ■ 6 Ground-floor plan. 7 Aerial view of the locality of the SAPS Museum. im
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BUILDING 
CX003 
 SOL PLAATJE UNIVERSITY, KIMBERLEY
An overview of the 
design and building 
of the Northern Cape 
university, part of 
the DHET’s New 
Universities Project, 
in Kimberley.

Architects: Wilkinson
Architects, Mashilo
Lambrechts Architects 
and GXY Architects. 
By: Fritz � omasho�  – 
architect and co-founder 
of � omasho�  +
Partner Architects
Photos: Tristan McLaren
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Project 2

1 View from courtyard to entrance. 2 Interaction between internal and external social and urban 
space. 3 The view of the building from the University’s main urban space.

I 
n July 2012, the South Africa Government announced 
that two new universities would be established: one 
in the Northern Cape; another in Mpumalanga 
(Newuniversities.ac.za, 2016). The Department of 

Higher Education and Training (DHET) launched the 
New Universities Project, to be planned and coordinated 
by the University of the Witwatersrand through its 
Campus Development and Planning Unit.

Kimberley was chosen for the location of the Northern 
Cape university. The new university was named by 
Minister of Higher Education and Training, Blade 
Nzimande, after Solomon Tshekisho Plaatje (1876-1932) 
− a founding member, and the first general secretary,  
of the South African Native National Congress, later  
known as the African National Congress (ANC).

The DHET appointed Ludwig Hansen Architects  
and Urban Designers to prepare an Urban Design  
Framework for both universities, which was completed 
and approved in 2013 (DHET, 2013). The planning of  
the Sol Plaatje University in Kimberley serves to integrate 
the new buildings into the existing urban structure.  
In this framework, the university buildings are located in 
existing and new structures, linked to civic buildings in 
the Kimberley CBD, specifically the Ernest Oppenheimer 
Memorial Gardens, the Civic Centre and the McGregor 
Museum. The framework has been documented 
extensively elsewhere and will not be dealt with here.  

In 2013, the DHET invited expressions of interest  
from architects to participate in a two-stage architectural 
ideas competition ‘to identify talented designers to 
participate in the design of the university precincts  
and buildings’ (Newuniversities.ac.za, 2016).

In the first stage of the Sol Plaatje University  
design competition, nine finalists were chosen to  
proceed to the next stage. In the second and final stage, 
five teams were selected to design the five buildings 
within that stage of the framework. All of these  
buildings were located around the new Central Square. 
Finalists were required to show design competence  
and comprehension of the requirements contained  
in the Urban Design Framework. 

Following the adjudication, a consortium comprising 
Wilkinson Architects, Mashilo Lambrechts Architects 
and GXY Architects was appointed for the design  
of building CX003, located on the western edge of  
the Central Square of the new campus. 

RESPONSE TO URBAN FRAMEWORK
The Urban Design Framework defined the planning 
envelope by predetermining key aspects thereof.  
This prescribed building height; build-to lines; the 
perimeter block as preferred building typology; the  
use of courtyards; integration with pedestrian networks; 
and the importance of dealing with active edges and the 
interface to the street and public spaces.

The framework further called for a building that 
displays desirable performance qualities; is ‘place’ relevant; 
creates dignity in the public realm; and creates identity 
through physical presence. Of great importance was the 
establishment of pedestrian networks to support the 
creation of a pedestrian-dominant environment and to 
facilitate pedestrian movement across the campus, between 
significant spaces and the surrounding street network. 

The design of the new buildings had to further activate 
the public spaces by creating active edges, and creating 
hierarchies of contrasting qualities of publicness and 
increased degrees of privacy. 

The urban structure formulated in the Urban Design 
Framework defined building CX003 to serve an infill 
function in the built fabric of the university precinct,  › 

The planning logic is clear and legible. The functional 
arrangement of spaces is well considered and scaled 
generously, with a quality of increased intimacy 
towards the higher levels.

2 3
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with minor elements of landmark value to improve 
legibility. The architects’ design response was an 
understated perimeter block design with a simple form, 
which successfully responds to the urban framework, 
connects to the pedestrian networks, is scaled to the 
Central Square and adjacent buildings, and creates an 
active edge onto the main social spaces. 

Pedestrian routes across the site link to the entrances 
and become passages through the building and 
alternative entrances. However, in operation these 
are somewhat negated by the requirements of access 
control that limits access to a series of turnstiles at 
the main entrance and steel gates elsewhere. All gates 
are permeable so that a residual visual connection is 
retained. These passages are repeated in the layout on  
the upper stories and terminate in balconies or windows 
that become viewpoints over the Kimberley skyline, 
creating glimpses to the outside over the city, or over 
other campus spaces.

The simple yet successful scaling of pedestrian spaces 
in relation to the main symbolic core of the campus 

creates a logical progression of space and serves as 
threshold to the central enclosed courtyard of the 
building. The scaled hierarchical sequence of spaces 
is carried through to upper the levels, punctuated by 
contrasting areas of light and shaded areas.   

BUILDING DESIGN
The programme contained a mixed-use typology 
consisting of retail, classrooms, lecture spaces and 
auditoriums, a health and wellness centre, academic 
and open-plan administration offices, the offices of the 
Student Representative Council, a gymnasium and  
a variety of flexible multiuse lecturing spaces. 

The architects placed the retail area, wellness centre and 
academic spaces with large footprints on the ground and 
first floors. Smaller-scaled modular academic facilities, 
student offices and facilities, and the gymnasium, are 
located on the second and third floors. The planning logic 
is clear and legible. The functional arrangement of spaces 
is well considered and scaled generously, with a quality  
of increased intimacy towards the higher levels.

Constantly changing, seductive 
patterns of light and shadow animate 
the central space.

4

5

6 7
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The variety of use in the building programme,  
and the complexities of the site, further presented the 
architects with significant design challenges. Foremost 
were the budget constraints and a requirement for 
uncomplicated detailing. This has resulted in a building 
with a robust character that exudes qualities typically 
found in infrastructure construction, such as sport 
stadiums and transport facilities. However, here it is 
balanced with lightly crafted finishing detailing, aspects 
that often disappear under the budgeting pressure of 
uncaring building committees. 

The longest façade of the building faces west onto the 
Central Square. This side has a generous pedestrian arcade 
on ground level, next to the unoccupied retail spaces. If 
occupied in accordance with the intended design principles, 
this will assist to draw activity to the square. Covering 
the pedestrian arcade is a breezeway on the second and 
third floor, designed with an exterior brickwork skin facing 
the square. This assists with solar control and provides  
a secondary space to the exterior of the west-facing offices. 
This skin is perforated with openings varying in size, 
allowing brief glimpses of activity in both directions.

This design approach continues on the north façade, 
with narrow, predominantly vertical proportioned 
openings facing the main pedestrian axis leading from 
the civic core of Kimberley. To the east, the building 
gently turns the corner of Bishop and Scanlan Streets 
with large recessed balconies on the upper stories of the 
north-eastern corner, forming a subtle precinct-scaled 
landmark. This design element is repeated at other 
locations in the building at varying scales. 

The functional planning is uncomplicated, with the 
central landscaped courtyard surrounded by covered 
circulation spaces. The building thus functions as 
four separate but connected entities, arranged around 
the courtyard, linked by a mix of covered and open 
walkways. Passages, lobbies and other circulation spaces 
become potential areas of pause, with structured seating 
located at the perimeter of walkways on the upper 
stories. The curved floor plan of the raked auditoriums is 
expressed in the curved walls of the walkways to the west 
face of the courtyard, guiding users into these spaces. 

MATERIAL USE 
The palette of materials are limited to a light-coloured 
mottled facebrick, exposed off-shutter concrete, black 
slate floors and painted mild steel. Elements and openings 
of significance on the building were embellished with 
a monochromatic mosaic-tile texture, inspired by the 
abstract patterns found in semi-rare agate gemstones 
originating in the semi-arid areas of the Northern Cape. 
The mosaic tiles, together with the slightly mottled 
facebrick exterior, are a unique and creative reflection of 
the Northern Cape landscape. These were inspired by the 
abstract patterns and textures that replicate the internal 
concentric patterns of black, white and grey of an agate, 
contrasting with the light brown outer shell of the stone. 
This enables a pleasing contrast to the facebrick exteriors, 

subtly leading users to the main entrance. It helps with 
orientation and reading the hierarchy of the internal 
spaces. It is a pity that the application of this texture  
was not carried through to the balconies of the north-
eastern corner. Accent colours are used on plastered 
walls, selected from hues of orange and red found by  
the architect in the surrounding desert landscape.

At the time of the site visit by the author, the soft 
landscaping had not yet been installed as per the original 
design. The climatic tempering this should provide 
in future will no doubt improve the experience of the 
interior microclimate. Internal spaces lead off the main 
courtyard, with a variety of textures on the internal  
walls of the courtyard creating visual clues to the 
functions of the surrounding spaces.

BUILDING SUSTAINABILITY
In order to minimise the energy footprint, the 
environmental performance guidelines suggested the 
use of ‘modulated circulation spaces’ to create climatic 
thresholds to controlled indoor environments. In theory, 
this allows the temperature control to be a few degrees 
higher than normally considered acceptable, with a 
saving in energy consumption. The microclimate in 
these intermediate spaces, where extremes of climate 
is buffered, supports the principle of tempering users’ 
climatic threshold, lessening the perceived demand  
for a controlled environment. 

Strategies of passive design are further expressed in 
detailing through the scaling, dimensioning, placing 
and orientation of openings to ensure beneficial solar 
exposure. Facebrick brise-soleil walls are placed 
in selected locations around the central walkway, 
protecting corridors and lessening solar glare without 
restricting air movement through the building. As  
a result, constantly changing, seductive patterns of  
light and shadow animate the central space.

Extensive use has also been made of passive 
ventilation, with cooler air drawn from the walkways 
through openings in the windows, shop fronts and 
doors facing the passages. The success of this can only be 
judged once the buildings are fully occupied and in daily 
use with the thermal load of the occupants. A further 
potential downfall of this approach could be acoustic 
control inside the education spaces with openings facing 
the courtyard, but this does not seem to be a problem at 
present. Auditoriums have no openings to the courtyard.

Spaces were constrained to a shallow depth to 
encourage cross ventilation, though once all the hard 
landscaping to the exterior of the building has been 
completed, the thermal performance might vary as a  › 

4 High level view into the courtyard. 5 Lecture Hall. 6 Internal social space. 7 Views from and  
to the building from the main urban space of the Sol Plaatjes University. 8 Colour and Art Work 
placing emphasis on horizontal and vertical circulation.
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result of reflected energy gain. A brick screen on the western 
façade serves to ameliorate afternoon sunlight and create  
a thermal buffer to the offices behind − often a difficult 
design challenge, but handled here with confidence. 

Raked auditoriums are ventilated and cooled by means 
of an energy-efficient pressurised displacement system 
that circulates cool air from a plenum below the seating, 
thus forcing the hot air out at a higher level via brick 
chimneys. Offices are cooled by means of energy-efficient 
evaporative cooling with operation limited to periods 

of extreme temperature cycles. 
All walls were constructed with 
insulated cavities and roof slabs 
with in-situ insulation, to reduce 
the effect of thermal heat transfer. 

Care was taken to reduce water 
consumption in this water-scarce 
city. Hot-water generation is limited 
for use by gym showers and tea 
kitchens, and provided by heat-

exchange pumps and insulated storage tanks. Heat-
pump operation is limited to off-peak electricity use. 
Infrastructure for the building is integrated with the  
wet services design for the rest of the campus.

The sewer was designed with a two-pipe system: one 
black-water line connects all toilets, sinks, and urinals, and 
a grey-water line connects the basins and showers. The black 
water discharges straight into the municipal connection, 
and grey water is drained to a central processing plant 
together with water collected from other buildings on 
campus. The grey water is processed and sterilised before 
being pumped into the non-potable water network. Treated 
non-potable water is then reticulated to all buildings on 
the campus for flushing of toilets and urinals.

Each of the buildings on the Sol Plaatje campus has 
rainwater disposal systems that use a combination of 
gravity and siphonic drainage discharge systems. Even 
though a combination of two disposal systems is used, 
the two systems reticulate and operate independently. The 
rainwater is conveyed down the plumbing service shafts  
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or ducts throughout the building via discharge downpipes, 
and is connected into a common collector pipe that exits 
the building and flows into the site’s storm-water drainage. 
Currently, no harvesting of rainwater is planned. 

SUMMARY
Execution of the project was constrained to a 14-month 
period from soil-turning to practical completion. This is 
an extremely tight schedule to attain the level and quality 
of finish that is required for educational infrastructure, 
which should have a far longer building life-cycle than 
most of what we are currently building in order to  
serve future generations. The design is sensible and  
quiet. It successfully fits the context and responds in  
an appropriate manner to the framework. 

At the initial design competition awards function, 
Professor Paul Kotze, the competition administrator, said, 
‘The quality of the entries reflects the best of what can be 
expected of extremely talented and committed architects 
in South Africa. It also has all the hallmarks of the type 
of buildings and ideas that would, in the long term, create 
qualitatively rich and interactive environments to support 
learning and research of the highest calibre.’

Building CX003 is an understated building that 
addresses all the aspects of the Urban Design  
Framework while successfully dealing with its climatic 
challenges. In addition, it is a socially responsive 
building that deals with all the practical demands 
presented by a hardworking environment. It exhibits 
suitable characteristics of generosity and robustness.  ■ 

The design is sensible and 
quiet. It successfully fits 

the context and responds 
in an appropriate manner 

to the framework.

9 Brickwork brise soleil in courtyard.
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 Equitone – 
more than a material
E 

quitone is more than a material; it is the key to 
design freedom when creating façades for external 
and internal applications. The superior fibre-
cement, façade-cladding material brings to the table 

a unique aesthetic look that can be easily transformed 
into any shape and size. For vivid surface texture or an 
accent design, Equitone gives you a host of options for 
public, residential, commercial and industrial buildings.

Add a splash of colour or texture by combining different 
ranges, play with shapes, cut and perforate, or print and 
apply decals to the material. Yes, all of this is possible!

Talking on the qualities of the Equitone product 
brand, Product and Specification Manager Marinda de 
Beer says Equitone is at the forefront of fibre-cement 
façade technology. “It is a perfect solution with the 
perfect material,” she says.

Equitone is an original through-coloured material 
with a highly expressive fibre-cement structure. It 
comprises a high-density fibre-cement façade material, 
which is available in 8mm and 12mm widths. The core 
material is made up of a combination of high-grade 
cement and cellulose fibres, which are combined  
with water and pressed at a high pressure to create  
sheets/boards. The sheet sizes vary between  
1 220mm x 2 500mm and 1 220mm x 3 050mm,  
and are 15kg/m² to 46kg per small sheet.  

According to Marinda, the individuality of Equitone  
is in the unique colour, texture and surface of each  
panel. “We offer an original range of natural hues  
for the through-coloured sheets, but just to be true  

Equitone façade panels are used for various applications. Equitone is featured here as external 
cladding for (1) a luxury apartment building, (2) a university, and (3) floating houses.

to life, we also offer bright colours in non-through-
coloured materials.” 

Architects will be rest assured to know that Equitone 
is also a highly durable product. The life expectancy of 
the material is said to be in excess of 50 years. Equitone’s 
fibre-cement façade boards are exceptionally strong and 
have multiple resistances to demanding environmental 
influences. The surface, however, has a delicate linen touch.

“The ventilated fibre-cement façade also serves as 
a rain screen,” Marinda explains. “The outer panel 
deflects rain and sun heat away from the building. The 
ventilation space also allows air to circulate freely behind 
the panel, creating a well ventilated and comfortable 
inner building.”

To top all of these superb qualities, Equitone is a green 
building practice, which will assist architects in designing 
healthy buildings. The material has great sound insulation 
too and is 100% fire resistant (Euroclass A2).  ■

Every architect’s dream is a reality with the new Equitone product brand from Marley Building Systems.

For more information, contact:
Ayanda Ndlovu 
Brand and Communications Manager 
Telephone: +27 11 3162121 
Mobile: +27 82 459 0044
Email: ayanda.ndlovu@marley.co.za 
Web: www.marleybuildingsystems.co.za

1 2 3
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 Artifice, Play and Projection: 

Reflection 
on design 
process

S 
ince the Enlightenment, Western theories and 
practices have sought to contain and rationalise 
architectural design. We may follow this 
trajectory, for example, in the idealisations of 

Marc-Antoine Laugier (1713–1769)1, the functional 
and transformational typologies of Jean-Nicolas-Louis 
Durand (1760–1834)2, the structural rationalism of 

Eugène Viollet-le-Duc (1814–1879)3, in 
the geometries of rationalist classicism 
and, more recently, in the functionalist 
purism of the early modern movement. 
Yet contemporary design has 
maintained a thoroughly open-ended, 
non-linear and inventive character. 
Exploration, imagination and artistry 
have remained central to contemporary 
practices and theories of design. In what 
follows, I will consider the aesthetic 
theory of Hans-Georg Gadamer4 
(1900–2002), and translate his insights 
on the nature of art into assertions 
and observations that are pertinent for 
architecture – especially so for design 
theses and related types of creative 

research. Chiefly, I will consider three points gleaned 
from Gadamer – concerning play as a composed set of 
relations (between site, use, participation, type, etc.); 

play as a self-affirming design process; and the worldly 
consequence of that which is played – and apply these  
to a reading of select design thesis projects. 

In his magnum opus Truth and Method (2004; 
originally published in 1960), Gadamer puts forward  
the idea of play as clue to the ontological explanation  
of art. That certain works of art are playful in their 
manner seems incontestable, yet in what sense is this 
true for art in general; for all art forms across time? 
What of the seriousness of artistry and the content  
and orientation of artworks? Does a playful conception 
of art reduce aesthetic thought to mere frivolity? 
Gadamer brings insightful clarity to such questions:  
‘[W]hen we speak of play in reference to art, this means 
neither the orientation nor even the state of mind of 
the creator or of those enjoying the work of art, nor the 
freedom of a subjectivity engaged in play, but the mode of 
being of the work of art itself.’ (Gadamer, 2004: 102)

It is crucial to note Gadamer’s proviso concerning the 
subjective element of art – i.e. the mood or state of  
mind of those who create and appreciate it. He wishes, 
at this juncture, to remove this subjective element from 
his inquiry, because the subjective condition of a ‘playful 
mood’ obscures the ontological explanation he is  
aiming for. The artistic ontology of play is no mere 
mood or frivolity, nor does it hinge upon the artist’s 
representation of playful content.5 

A personal reflection 
upon the ‘playful’ nature 
of design theses, as 
product and process, 
informed by the work of 
philosopher Hans-Georg 
Gadamer (1900–2002). 

By: Professor Jonathan Noble, 
School of Architecture and 
Planning at the University  
of the Witwatersrand

 In following Gadamer,  
we might assert that  
art aims to establish  

a relation of play  
between things, and 

provides insight that  
is truly productive for  

an interpretation  
of architecture.
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Play is not incompatible with seriousness. As  
Gadamer makes clear, ‘seriousness in playing is 
necessary to make the play wholly play. Someone who 
doesn’t take the game seriously is a spoilsport’ (Ibid., 
103). Furthermore, he demonstrates that the nature of 
play itself is not dependent upon a ‘player’s subjective 
reflection’ (Ibid.). Indeed, ‘play has its own essence, 
independent of the consciousness of those who play’ 
(Ibid.). Using his intuition – that the common, incorrect, 
metaphoric use of words often preserves a semblance as 
to the nature of things – Gadamer notes how the word 
play is used to describe natural and cultural phenomena. 
For example, we speak of the ‘play of light, the play  
of the waves, the play of gears or parts of machinery,  
the interplay of limbs, the play of forces, the play of  
gnats, even the play on words’ (Ibid., 104). In each  
case, it is surely the sense of a ‘to-and-fro movement’ 
(Ibid., 104) in the relation that exists between things  
that allows us to speak of them as being at play. For  
this reason, we may observe that, ‘[t]he movement 
backward and forward is obviously so central to the 
definition of play that it makes no difference who or 
what performs this movement … It is the game that  
is played … The play is the occurrence of the  
movement as such.’ (Ibid., 103).

The realisation that nature, herself, is at play alters our 
conception of art. As Gadamer explains, ‘the mode of 
being of play is so close to the mobile form of nature...’ 
(Ibid., 105). Hence we might say that just as nature is at 
play, so, too, is art, because playing is a ‘natural process’ 
(Ibid.). Quoting German poet and philosopher  
Friedrich Schlegel (1772–1829), Gadamer adds: ‘[A]ll 
the sacred games of art are only remote imitation of the 
infinite play of the world, the eternally self-creating  
work of art’ (Ibid.). From this we have the poetic idea 
of two instances of play; a nature that is at play; and 
a human creation – art – that is at play too. The one 
instance of play rests upon the other. Therefore, perhaps 
not surprisingly, nature provides an apt model for art.6 

In following Gadamer, we might assert that art  
aims to establish a relation of play between things, 
and provides insight that is truly productive for an 
interpretation of architecture. Furthermore, the art 
of architecture, if understood as playfulness, allows 
for moments of gestural freedom, of experimentation, 
of openness and immediacy. Architecture plays with 
building – to explore, imagine and inform its purpose, 
content and persona. Indeed, one may argue for  
a certain aestheticisation of design in order that the  
full potential of building might come to the fore. 

There are three aspects to the nature of play in design 
theses that will be considered here: 1) the inner creative 
freedom and artifice of a design; 2) the self-perpetuating 
nature of the designer’s game; and 3) the projective 
quality of its orientation. In each case, I relate these  
to design thesis projects that were completed at the 
School of Architecture and Planning, University  
of the Witwatersrand.7 

1 The inner creative freedom  
and artifice of design
Play relates to design by virtue of what one might call 
the inner space or nexus of freedom in the creation of 
the project. This is especially true of a design thesis, 
and creative research in general. The design thesis is a 
creation – an artifice of construction, an experiment 
– not merely a ‘real building’ determined by a narrow 
perception of a ‘real world’. I believe it is important to 
defend the ‘critical artifice’ of a thesis. A discerning 
thesis in design is one that might play with and against 
establish social norms insightfully, whether these norms 
are forms of exclusion, established building types, the 
regimes of money and power, or dominant taste cultures. 

A good thesis is often one that connects participants, 
locales and programmes in a unique, imaginative 
manner, allowing one to think of alternate opportunities. 
In this, the artistry of the project does not merely hinge 
upon a normative aesthetics, in the sense of ideals of 
beauty or personal artistic expression. Rather, it touches 
a fundamental core – an imagined mode of being. The 
artifice of the creative thesis consists in the relations and 
new opportunities that it plays with, and brings into 
play. Here, we are concerned with the composition of the 
architectural work; the relation of its constituent parts 
– how the design selects, arranges and connects diverse 
elements such as needs, participants and forms of use, 
motion and urban connections, building structure,  
types and form. 

Sarah de Villiers’ thesis, ‘Idea Bank’ (2014), is a fine 
example of how a thesis might play with dominant  
spatial, social and institutional conditions. Situated in 
Wynberg, between the Sandton CBD and Alexandra 
township, this project proposes a new institutional  
type – a risky, leaky bank, which re-routes capital to the 
creatives who require it (see Figure 1). The design evolves 
from an insightful study of money and space – specifically 
of contemporary banks and casinos. In her theoretical 
study, De Villiers enlists the work of Michel Foucault 
and Georg Simmel, amongst others, and highlights the 
heteretopia-like (De Cauter Cauter & Dehaene, 2008)  ›  

1 Perspective, at entrance to the Idea Bank (De Villiers, 2014: 218–219).

1
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qualities of contemporary money spaces – spaces that 
‘historically show trajectories that evolve more and more 
separate and somewhat elite from outside realities’ (De 
Villiers, 2014: 71). She goes on to highlight a fascinating 
tension drawn between the highly rationalised, closed and 
inaccessible protocols of control (for example at a bank) 

on the one hand and, on the other, 
the almost feverish celebration of 
excess, abandonment and risk (for 
example at a casino). At the one end 
of the scale, it often appears that 
one cannot get at the money when 
it’s truly required. On the other, 
one has the sense of being sucked 
into a worship of risk and dreams 
instantaneous of wealth. 

Having observed these 
phenomena, the thesis imagines 
opportunities for rerouting these 
flows of risk, desire and wealth. 
What if the powerful allure of a 

casino could short-circuit the self-interest of the banks, 
to operate as a common trading floor? What if capital 
could flow more directly from courageous investors 
into the deserving hands of creative inventors and 

entrepreneurs? As De Villiers asks, ‘[W]hat if we could 
sell stocks for entrepreneurial ideas, in a physical, space-
folded, compact trading floor, partly quotidian like that 
of a supermarket, and partly fantastic and alluring … if 
capital has a wall around it (literally and figuratively), 
perhaps architecture could put a door in it …’ (Ibid., 7). 
The proposed institution is one that allows passers-by 
to submit ideas into a drop box. Management post the 
proposed ideas on a public media cloud and monitor 
social interest. Successful applicants benefit from in-
house mentorship, and are promoted and put forward 
for crowdfunding opportunities. Finally, successful ideas 
may be prototyped in a nearby micro-factory, with the 
resulting products tested on the retail floor (Ibid., 170). 
Careful attention is given to spaces of discussion and 
creative exchange in an architecture that privileges ‘the 
possibility for change; rather than money as an end in 
itself ’ (Ibid., 7) (see Figure 2).

De Villiers’ thesis is exemplary for the freedom 
with which it connects theory, site analysis and spatial 
enquiry in a thoroughly coherent, inventive manner. 
It is a project that plays with the circuits, psychologies 
and spatial typologies of money to produce a new and 
potentially empowering ‘idea bank’. Arguably, this is 
precisely what present-day South Africa requires. 

Sechaba Maape’s dissertation, ‘Ghost in my Town: 
Kuruman Centre for Oral History and Cultural 
Development’ (2011), proposes an oral history centre on 
the edge of the Kalahari Desert some 600km south-west 
of Johannesburg. The design provides for a series of 
informal storytelling spaces of differing sizes and kinds, 
serviced by various support facilities (see Figure 3). The 
project, which links myths of origin to landscape and 
architecture, evolved from a journey of self-discovery. 
The researcher questioned: ‘Where do I come from, what 

[is] my cosmological genius loci, what [is] my cosmic 
make-up and what defines my humanness?’ (Ibid., 8). A 
personal enquiry of this kind is a useful way to approach 
necessary but often difficult, complex questions of 
cultural identity. The eventual design is one that uses 
architectural imagination to probe the mythopoetic 
nucleus of the social in Kuruman. 

During his initial research book and archival research, 
Maape became dissatisfied with the established records 
of Kuruman, which throw scarce light on its indigenous  
origins. He turned to the living repository of oral  › 

2 Designing for discussion and creative exchange (De Villiers, 2014: 185). 3 Perspective, showing 
relation to surrounding landscape (Maape, 2011: 148–149).

 Careful attention is  
given to spaces 

of discussion and 
creative exchange in 
an architecture that 

privileges ‘the possibility 
for change; rather than 

money as an end in itself.’
3

2
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history, memories and myths by conducting personal 
interviews with relatives and friends in Kuruman. He 
notes, ‘[T]he essence of the myths in Kuruman are 
the ideas of ‘connecting’ to the dead – and this notion 
is transferred to certain special places that people 
believe are where one goes in order to connect’ (Ibid., 
60). The account of Ms. Kanjeruba proved particularly 
enlightening, as she mentions the Ga-Mohana hill, 
Wonderwerk Cave, the ‘Eye of Kuruman’ spring (Ga-
Segonyana), the Moffat Mission and ‘the Locations’ 
– ‘places that today hold the most cosmological 
significance’ (Ibid., 40). Through a process of focused 
study, visual analysis and site mapping, Maape 
spatialises the significance of Kanjeruba’s oral account, 
and selects the Locations for his intended site.8

Situated on an open buffer zone between the Kuruman 
CBD and nearby Wrenchville township, the site offers 
opportunity for mediation and connection, and provides 
an entry to historic ruins and graves in the area. The 
linearity of the form is derived from the ideas of an 
urban connection that plays with a historical timeline. 
Lying parallel to the N14 road in a west-east orientation, 
the form, in plan and section alike, becomes increasingly 
fragmented towards its centre, with storytelling spaces 
carved into the earth (see Figure 4). The design is 
formed of three levels: the ‘crater’ below ground that 
accommodates storytelling (which plays upon the sense 
of a natural cave); the ground level that allows for ease 
of connection across the site (which deals with everyday 
life); and a shading structure that provides a quiet, 
dignified presence in the landscape (which plays upon 
the natural shelter of a tree). 

The intensely personal and poetic qualities of this 
scheme take clear advantage of the artifice of a thesis 
journey in a manner that is seldom afforded by ‘real world’ 
designs. The artifice of a creative thesis here provides 
the freedom to reawaken marginalised and neglected 
narratives to foster new links between myths of origin, 
subjectivities and a feeling for genius loci. These are 
composed in a form that might contribute to daily life.

2 The self-perpetuating nature  
of the designer’s ‘game’
Gadamer notes the ‘primacy of the game over the players’ 
(Gadamer, 2004: 106). Games can be so absorbing, 
contestants may ‘lose themselves’ to the  
play of the game. As Gadamer puts it, ‘all playing is  
a being-played. The attraction of a game, the fascination 
it exerts, consists precisely in the fact that the game 
masters the players …’ (Ibid.). In this sense, ‘[t]he real 
subject of the game … is not the player but instead 
the game itself ’ (Ibid.). The play of a game also has 
an orientation and a tone; it moves with a particular 
character, and upon a predefined playing field.  
‘[T]he to-and-fro movement that constitutes the game 
is patterned in various ways. The particular nature of a 
game lies in the rules and regulations that prescribe  
the way the field of the game is filled’ (Ibid., 107). 

Once again relying on his intuition as to the good 
sense that prevails in the common, metaphorical use 
of words, Gadamer notes that when someone says that 
they play with ‘possibilities or plans’, we understand this 
to mean that he/she has not yet committed themselves 
‘to the possibilities as to serious aims … [that he/she] 
still has the freedom to decide one way or the other, 
for one or the other possibility’ (Ibid. 106). And we 
acknowledge the determinate seriousness that derives 
from playing with such choices, for such ‘freedom is not 
without danger … the game itself is a risk for the players. 
One can play only with serious possibilities’ (Ibid.). 
This certainly is the case with design, where the nature 
of the project often defines the character of the game. 
Architecture plays with building, and it does so by virtue 
of representations – sketches, drawings or models –  
that allow for experimentation, testing ideas or alternate 
scenarios. We might say that architecture’s game is the 
play of representation, structured by the nature of the 
project. With this observation we move to consider 
the playful processes of doing design itself – through 
thinking, sketching, drawing and modelling.

Bronwyn King’s thesis, ‘Fingerprints of Nature: An 
Ecological Discovery Centre’ (2014), aptly demonstrates 
this self-perpetuating, inner game of creative design. 
Situated alongside the southern border of the Kruger 
National Park, the centre includes a seed bank,  › 

Maape became dissatisfied with the established 
records of Kuruman, which throw scarce light on its 
indigenous origins. He turned to the living repository 
of oral history, memories and myths.

4 Early conceptual sketch, depicting a timeline with embedded storytelling spaces  
(Maape, 2011: 96).

4
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an environmental research facility and an ecological 
museum – to provide ‘a platform for an exchange  
of conservation-based resources, information and  
skills intended to enhance the experience and 
understanding of nature’ (Ibid., 13). The building  
helps cater to the environmental needs of the 
impoverished local communities; provides a research 
facility for conservationists; and is an eco-tourist 
destination (see Figure 5).

The programme combines the requirements of 
modern research laboratories in a celebratory scale  
suited to exhibition and tourism, together with the 
simplicity and low-tech appeal of eco-conscious 
architecture. It is in this sense that the nature of the 
programme established the game – the primary 
architectural challenge for the design. Early on, 
King decided to address this complex set of concerns 
through a mediation of lessons learnt from local 
African vernaculars, botanical nurseries and robust, 
semi-industrial, farm-building typologies, ‘to create 
an appropriate hybrid between the manufactured and 
hand-crafted’ (Ibid.). Intensive site analysis, typological 

study and experimentation via structural concepts, 
sketches and models ensued. Achieving the correct 
relation between a shaping and embedding of the ground 
plane into the land – in relation to a flyover, steel roof 
construction – provided the long, challenging path to 
success (see Figure 6). The final design shows a finely 
tuned, refined aesthetic with a remarkable sensitivity  
to the character of the region. This project developed  
the clear sense of an inner determination, a game that 
took precedence over the persona of the player, which 
created a most favourable end result. 

Adeline Gruber’s thesis, ‘Translating the Man-Made: 
An Underwater Observatory on the Shoreline of Lake 
Malawi’ (2011), shows a similar pattern in terms of her 
design process. Situated in Cape Maclear, Gruber’s 
scheme proposes a water laboratory, combined with 
facilities for local communities and eco-tourism  
(see Figure 7). The project concerns our relation with 
nature – ‘[h]umankind has forever been placed outside 
the realm of nature, peering in as a spectator through  
a frame … [yet if] humans are of earth then surely  
that which we build is ‘natural’ as well? Let us  
translate the ‘man-made’ back into the natural world’ 
(Ibid., 3). In a comparable fashion to that of King’s 
project, this thesis developed an inner logic, where  
the aesthetic game of the design was derived from  
the nature of the programme, and the sensitive  › 

5 Perspective, looking towards the ecology museum (King, 2014: 167). 6 Conceptual sketch, for the 
ground plane and flyover roof structure (King, 2014: 101). 7 Aerial perspective (Gruber, 2011: 156).

5

7

6
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conditions of the site. The design process involved  
much experimentation, reworking and revision.  
There’s a playful to-and-fro, in a concerted effort to 
mediate the shore with the sea; the open sky with 
submersion below water; and to couple the advantage  
of industrial assembly with an ecological, serene 
sensitivity (see Figure 8). The beautiful restraint of  
the completed design − half anchored to the shore,  
half floating on the water − achieves a highly skilled  
synthesis of these complex requirements.

William Dewar’s thesis, ‘Raga of the Third Space: 
Recombining Music, Architecture and Culture’ (2011), 
proposes an Indian classical and experimental, cross-
over music centre for transdisciplinary, transcultural 
negotiation. Appropriately, the centre is sited on 
Yeoville’s Rockey Street, a melting pot of artists, students 
and migrant communities perhaps not dissimilar to 
New York’s East Village or London’s Camden Town 
(see Figure 9). The project works with the well-known 
attempt of relating music to architecture, but in a truly 
unique way, through examining raga (music) and 
third space theory (philosophy).9 Dewar notes the clear 
similarities between raga and third space, and combines 
them to inform his design game.

Comparisons of architecture with music are often 
achieved through an idea of translation, where the content, 
expression or structure of the one is translated with respect 
to the other. This is achieved, for example, in Renaissance 
architecture, where harmonic musical intervals are used to 
proportion architectural spaces. ‘Raga of the Third Space’, 
however, hopes for a more ‘dynamic mediator’ (Ibid., 18); 
one that highlights the open and experimental nature of 
the design process itself. Here, design emerges as a form 
of improvisation that plays with various representational 
media. The thesis evolved through a series of related 
explorations. Numerous sketches, drawings and sculptures 
visualised the multiple processes of musical improvisation 
and later provided a visual language for the architecture; 
graphic art explored the sequential structure of raga, which 
informed building elevations; tectonic study of musical 
instruments influenced the auditorium; as well as the more 
regular study of context and programme and, ultimately, 
the creating of architecture. 

A series of conceptual models demonstrate the logic 
that slowly emerged from the process, which ultimately 
produced the scheme (see Figure 10). Orthogonal  › 

8 Concept model, exploring the shoreline (Gruber, 2011: 95). 9 Exploded axonometric and 
ground-floor plan (Dewar, 2011: 97 – 98). 10 Sketch models show the evolution of the scheme 
(Dewar, 2011: 94).

The design game was largely a question of how  
to connect and separate, to integrate and deviate,  
but also one of parallel improvisations through  
music, philosophy, drawing, graphic art, sculpture  
and architecture.

8

10

9
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geometry derived from a detailed study of the built 
typology of the area was used to embed the scheme  
with its surroundings. This provides the underlying 
order against which three organic, improvised  
deviations emerge. These three primary performance 
venues are a ‘flexible’ stage oriented to the street, an 
auditorium for formal performances, and an inner, 
intimate space for chamber music and exhibition. In 

the final design, a wraparound 
perimeter allows for integration 
with the vibrant street life and 
defines the inner courtyards, 
which, in turn, are particularised 
by performance spaces. Careful 
attention to in-between spaces, 
explored through floor surfaces 
and textures, holds the subtle  
shifts of geometry. 

The design game was largely 
a question of how to connect 
and separate, to integrate and 
deviate, but also one of parallel 
improvisations through music, 
philosophy, drawing, graphic  
art, sculpture and architecture. 

Here multiple and varied improvisations provide the 
primary substance – the process is the thesis – and add 
layers of depth and significance to the final product. 

3 The projective quality  
of a designed orientation
The point of relating design to the concept of play is 
not to somehow close the matter off within an aesthetic 
chamber, as though architecture were an art for its 
own sake, and no more. To the contrary, one should 
acknowledge the wide terrain upon which architecture 
wishes to stand – part social, political, economic, 
technological, historical, cultural and so on. These 
necessary engagements need to be investigated, accessed 
and juggled within the intricate and often challenging 

operations of design. Design processes may take on 
the full range of these concerns. Play has tremendous 
importance here because the motions of play, precisely, 
allow the designer to navigate between and around these 
necessary concerns. Gadamer’s ontological discussion  
of art opens the door to a useful conception of design that 
passes through an aesthetic domain of play to acquire  
the constructive and experimental engine that is required.

An important characteristic of human play is that  
‘it plays something … the structure of movement  
[of play] to which it submits has a definite quality that 
the player “chooses’’’ (Gadamer, 2004: 107). For this 
reason ‘openness towards the spectator [or, in the case  
of architecture, the user] is part of the closedness of  
play’ (Ibid., 109). This purposeful orientation helps to 
clarify the more operative and programmatic effects 
of play in design. The operative effect of that which is 
‘played’ is also projected, or presented, by the design.  
As Gadamer maintains, ‘[A]ll presentation is potentially 
a representation of something. That this possibility 
is intended is the characteristic feature of art at play. 
The closed world of play lets down one of its walls, as 
it were’ (Ibid. 108). We might extend the metaphor to 
say that that lid comes off and the surrounding walls 
dissolve, so the presented artifice of the project seeps 
into the substance, memories and aspirations of a lived 
world. Indeed, perhaps it is only the ground plane of the 
proposal – its inner consistency, veracity and appeal – 
that supports the worldly projection of the thesis  
in design. Nevertheless, Gadamer’s intuition holds,  
for the thesis reserves its inner sanctum – its nexus  
of freedom. Invariably, it is from the inwardness  
of a thesis that we experience the profound sense  
of projection into the substance of our world. 

Sumayya Vally’s thesis, ‘Polygraph: A palimpsest 
Pigment Factory − a Colour Plant as a Recording Device 
for the Sedimented Scars on Johannesburg’s Mining 
Landscape’ (2014), illustrates this point about inner artifice 
and projection. The project demonstrates a fascination 
for what might be called the unconscious layers of the 
city. Sigmund Freud famously used the city of Rome as an 
analogy for the human mind (Freud, 2002). Accordingly, 
the mind is likened to an urban site with an archaeology 
of fragments, sediments and layers, representative of 
forgotten or unconscious memory traces. Vally inverts 
Freud’s metaphor, using it to study the unconscious, 
archaeological ‘mind’ of the city – ‘[l]ike triggers in a 
traumatised subconscious, these forgotten, diseased traces 
on the land exist and periodically surface, affecting the 
landscape and its functioning’ (Vally, 2014: viii). 

Her thesis enquiry is composed of memories, ideas, 
maps and observations that investigate the ‘lost, hidden 
and physical’ (Ibid., x) time-scales of the selected 
site – abandoned and polluted former mining land 
situated along the southern side of the Johannesburg M2 
motorway. The ensuing study leads to an unexpected and 
‘intriguing discovery of visceral colour pigments in the 
contaminated earth: a byproduct of the mining.  › 

An important  
characteristic of human 

play is that ‘it plays 
something … the structure 

of movement [of play] to 
which it submits has a 

definite quality that the  
player ‘chooses’”  

(Gadamer, 2004: 107).

11 Perspective, at night (Vally, 2014: 210–211).

11
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The colour pigments are latent in the earth and become 
reactive as the groundwater reaches the surface’ 
(Ibid., viii). The project wishes to ‘reveal this hyper-
archaeology’ (Ibid.) to salvage the polluted landscape. 
Consequently, the architecture develops from the idea 
that metallic pollutants taken from the land might 
be used for the production of paint. The ‘remediation 
scheme’ for the site consists of a pigmentation-extraction 
plant with a supporting programme that includes a 
‘public apothecary’, studios, performance spaces, an 
artists’ residence, and new parklands that accommodate 
‘ritual, performance and public spaces’ (Ibid., 135) (see 
Figure 11). The architecture is formed by three primary 
elements: ‘water’ required for remediation, ‘walkways’ 
that traverse the site and a ‘wall’ that allows for the 
harvesting of pigments (see Figure 12). Pigmentation 
stains and colours the sequence of structures (i.e. the 
wall) that forms the northern edge – a palimpsest of the 
site. This offers a beautiful adornment for bored, rush-
hour travellers on the motorway. 

The sensitive and ethereal quality of the drawings 
takes full advantage of the artistic license that is 
permitted in a creative thesis in design. One also has 
the sense that, under current economic conditions, this 
project may prove somewhat costly. Yet one cannot 
deny the compelling quality of this remarkable scheme, 
which propels and projects itself as though it were real. 
What if this scheme were to be built? One’s mind rushes 
to imagine the experience of driving past this arresting 
display of pigmentation with the ensuing realisation 
that a transformation has been achieved − from toxic 
pollution to colourful paint. The lid comes off and the 
walls melt around the evocative, artful projection of this 
thesis to remind that seemingly ‘impractical’ projects 
often metamorphose into the most provocative schemes.

Caitlyn Manicom’s fascinating thesis, ‘ctrl. + Z 
[Cryonic Tissue Research Lab & Zoo]: A DNA ZOO for 
the 21st Century’ (2011), considers ethical questions of 
conservation and the human relationship with animals 
in an era of genetic science and cloning. Located at the 
Pretoria Zoo, the design is fundamentally projective 
in that it considers a future typology for zoological 
conservation, display and research. The thesis opens with 
a historical and theoretical consideration of the three 
primary institutions through which humans have sought 

to order and display animals: zoological gardens, natural 
history museums and nature reserves. Manicom notes 
the Janus-faced nature of these institutions: on the one 
hand they are concerned with the study and preservation 
of animals; on the other, they demonstrate disturbing 
forms of human interference, control and domination.10 

The design proposes to combine aspects of the 
three institutions – zoo, museum and reserve – with 
opportunities provided by genetic science for the 
formation of a new conservation typology. This intention 
is accomplished via three design interventions: a new 
entry portal, a new research embankment and a hoped-for 
future removal of animal enclosures, thanks to pheromone 
curtains. A historic museum building on Boom Street, 
positioned in close proximity to the southern point of entry, 
provided the incentive for a proposed new entry portal, 
renovated and extended to accommodate a traditional 
medicine bank, museum and visitors’ centre. The new, 
‘virtual’ museum floats above the historic building, with 
a spiral exhibition path that ascends to link, internally, an 
architectural symbolisation of the old (physical/grounded) 
and new (virtual/floating) preservation of animals via DNA 
code11 (see Figure 13). The research embankment, a linear 
building, is positioned against the rock-faced edge on 
the northern side to accommodate research laboratories, an 
animal tissue storage bank and museum (see Figure 14). 

The entry portal and research embankment are 
intentionally positioned to ‘bracket and contain the  › 

12 The ‘wall’, which allows for the harvesting of pigments (Vally, 2014: 186). 13 Perspective, 
showing entrance portal from the embankment (Manicom, 2011: 170). 14 Model, showing the 
research embankment (Manicom, 2011: 193).

12 13

14
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zoo’ (Ibid., 67). In doing so, Manicom works her  
theme of ‘stereoscopic’ vision, where two views are  
brought together in the ‘mind’s eye’ (Ibid.74). The two  
building sites, ‘represent a past-present and present- 
future dialogue: the Old Museum Building represents  
… an epitaph to the past, while the site to the north  
on the ridge represents the present-future in form and  
function as a tissue storage bank’ (Ibid.). From either  
side, open decks offer views of the open terrain of the  
zoo – allowing visitors to project their observation  
from the past (entry portal), as it were, and from the 
future (research embankment). Toying with Plato –  
who sees the ‘real’ as a projection of the ‘ideal’ – 
Manicom dramatises the perplexing questions that 
pertain to animal life forms, DNA coding and the 
imagined future of clones. This scheme is profoundly 
projective, for it plays ethical concerns of our present-
past against those of a pending present-future.

Conclusion
I have hoped to clarify some leading properties as  
to the playful nature of design. Three three senses  
of the word play that have been explored are not  
entirely distinct; each invariably implies some aspects  
of the others. Taken together, the three allow for a  
rich, nuanced conception of playfulness in design –  
its relational structure, process and implication.  

In all of this, I have hoped to show that the  
design thesis is, fundamentally, playful in its modus 
operandi – not in the sense of some irresponsible 
irrelevance or mere romantic fixation with subjective 
states, emotions or the wishful expressions of the  
artist-architect. The aesthetic moment in design  
is a laboratory; one that provides the necessary 
opportunity to play with potential options − to imagine, 
experiment, reconfigure, link and recombine − and 
thereby propose new, visionary realities.  ■ 
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Bamboo flooring 
increases the value 

S 
even Awards and four Commended projects were 
announced in the 2015/2016 AfriSam-SAIA Award 
for Sustainable Architecture + Innovation, at a gala 
event in Cape Town recently.

The eleven projects chosen by the award adjudicators 
were among a total of 22 final qualifying entries, which 
had been selected from a record number of eligible 
submissions earlier this year. 

‘The Awarded and Commended projects amply 
demonstrate the three main criteria that the adjudicating 
panel was looking at: regeneration; reconciliation; and 
restoration,’ says Richard Tomes from AfriSam. ‘These 
projects all bear the hallmarks of great architectural and 
social design. Together they represent the very best in 
sustainable architecture and innovation.’

The increasing importance of sustainable and 
innovative design practice in the South African built 
environment was confirmed across all four categories  
of the awards. Category A – Sustainable Architecture 

AfriSam-SAIA Awards 
winners Announced 

saw three Awarded projects: the DEA Building by 
Boogertman+Partners Architects; Gorgeous Green House 
by Sagnelli Associate Architects; and Oudebosch Camp 
Kogelberg by Architecture Coop. These were joined 
by four Commended projects: Earthworld Architects’ 
iCat Eco Factory; Local Studio’s Outreach Foundation 
Community Centre; Daffonchio & Associate Architects’ 
Maboneng Precinct; and WWF SA Braamfontein by  
Alive Architecture.

Category B - The Award for Research in Sustainability 
went to Designing Hope for Pathways to Regenerative 
Sustainability, a book by Chrisna du Plessis; while Paul 
Marais’ Otto Cottage was Awarded in the Sustainable 
Product/Technology category (Category C).

Finally, there were two Awarded Projects in Category 
D - Sustainable Social Programme: buildCollectiveNPO 
with Carinthia University of Applied Science’s Bridging 
Mzamba and Architecture for a Change’s Malawi School.

Visit www.businessmedialive.co.za/arch-sa for more.  ■

S 
tudies suggest that flooring plays a crucial role in 
the perceived value of property. And when used 
commercially, the perceived characteristics of the 
flooring, such a quality of merchandise, affects the 

client’s willingness to purchase.
Seventy-five percent of US estate agents said hardwood 

floors influenced a home’s salability up from 44%; while 
90% said homes with hardwood floors sell for more 
money, up from 58%.

The way flooring looks, feels and the emotions it 
evokes is directly related to sales of items in that store. A 
correlation exists between the way a customer feels, the 
perceived environment and what the store’s offering.

The more inviting and comfortable the store, the longer 
the person is likely to stay and spend – emotional versus 
logical spending. Stores should provide an atmosphere 
that will greatly influence the emotional state of the client 
in order to increase revenue.

This trend, coupled with the growing concern of 
ecofriendly practices, has increased the demand for 
bamboo flooring, a self-sustainable alternative to 
hardwoods that takes five years to mature, versus 50 years 
for hardwoods. The durability and hardness of bamboo 
makes it perfect for high traffic, resulting in a superior, 
aesthetically appealing product of the highest quality.  ■ 
Visit www.ecobambooafrica.com for more information.
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To serve and   protect
I 

t is rather appropriate that the additions and alterations 
to the historic buildings that make up the revamped 
South African Police Services (SAPS) Museum in 
Muizenberg, Cape Town, are about honesty and 

protection. A new series of layers protects the buildings and 
their visitors from the elements and general deterioration. 
Delicately inserted glass panels on the front façade and 
reinstated timber shutters provide protection from the 
sea spray from across the road; overhangs, specialist glazing 
and a suspended glass canopy provide protection against 
the sun and rain for the new link between the two existing 

1 A view of the new link from the southeast. 2 New glazing set into the restored front façade.  
3 New glazing to protect prisoner graffiti in the holding cells.

1. 76x76mm GMS column with welded fixing plates to the  
engineer’s specification.

2. 12mm Low-E laminated glass set into an aluminium frame top  
and bottom with vertical butt joints.

3. 315x32mm Afrormosia timber sill fixed to concrete beam.
4. 430mm-wide reinforced concrete beam fixed with starter bars  

to top of existing stone wall and finished with stepped Grano sill.
5. Existing stone wall.
6. Folded-seam Rheinzink roof sheets on 21mm SA pine shutterply  

on 38x152mm SA pine rafters supported by 140 IPE GMS I-Beams.
7. 9mm plasterboard ceiling fixed to timber battens.

buildings; while glass screens mounted in front of the walls 
in the old holding cells protect the graffiti of prisoners  
who were held there between the 1930s and 1980s. 

The new additions have been tailored around the 
existing buildings, and great care has been taken to 
differentiate between the old and new building fabric. 
The clear articulation between interventions from 
different eras, and the apparent lightness of these 
interventions − no use of excessive force here − allow the 
old post office and public library building to retain their 
individual identities and prominence on Main Road.  ■
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To serve and   protect An overview of the additions 
and alterations made to the 
SAPS Museum in Muizenberg.
Architect: HolmJordaan Architects & Urban 
Designers. Photographs: Mike Louw. By: Mike Louw

Glazing type: 12mm
Clear toughened safety glass.

Glazing type: 12mm
Clear toughened safety glass

Heritage sensitive wall  
with graffiti from prisoners 
from the 1930’s to 1980s.

S/S support fixing arm 
welded to steel upright

S/S 50 column fixed to.

Chemical anchor bolts to be 
placed on least historically 
sensitive positions.

S/S glass fixing to 
specialist detail.

Existing ledge.

Glazing type: 12mm
Clear toughened safety glass.

Heritage sensitive wall  
with graffiti from prisoners 
from the 1930’s to 1980s.

S/S support fixing arm 
welded to steel upright.

S/S glass fixing to specialist detail.

S/S 50 column welded 
to 8mm S/S fixing plate.

Chemical anchor bolts to  
be placed on least historically  
sensitive positions to be  
determined by architects.
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A 
rchitecture is becoming increasingly irrelevant. 
This is not to disregard the efforts of those 
architects working tirelessly to enhance 
environments. Rather, architecture has lost the 

political impetus that drove its greatest moments. I’d 
considered this for some time, but a lecture by revered 
California architect Eric Owen Moss, at the Harvard 
Graduate School of Design, prompted greater inquiry.

As Moss took to the stage, he joked casually with the 
fraternity present. His lecture began with the assertion 
that architects never build different buildings − they 
spend their lives crafting one building on many sites. He 
screened a video of possibly 100 beautifully made process 
models, followed by photos of his vast portfolio. 

Then Moss revealed his urban extensions to the city 
of Nanjing, China. The shock was immediate. Four vast, 
irreverent planning schemes appeared. The audacity of 
their authorship was palpable. They were described in 
advertising language: ‘Bridge City’, ‘Mountain Island City’, 
‘Superblock City’, ‘City Gate/Concentric City’ − names 
for whimsical follies, not massive urban extensions. 
‘Concentric City’ is inspired by defensive architecture; 
‘Bridge City’ features twisting towers and floating jetties; 
the others also combine irrelevant metaphors with a 
singular, highly deterministic urban form. These ‘cities’ 
build on a development trend that creates new sites for 
investment, where tired architectural concepts serve as 
marketable assets. By being apolitical, Moss has become 
a tool in the seemingly unsustainable, inequitable growth 
of a major city. Owing to his status, the lived experience 
of thousands of people is dictated by his vision. For Moss, 

the Nanjing city extensions merely added more scale to his 
portfolio. The squarely post-modernist architect turned to 
the techniques of the modernist master planner. Instead 
of facilitating urban expansion in an iterative, supportive 
way, he reverted to an obsolete design mode in which the 
architect is often, sadly, most comfortable. South Africa 
is familiar with this. Architecture is often a corporate-
driven exercise in appeasing developers, which ignores 
societal concerns. Often, architecture fails to understand 
the context in which it operates. Like Moss, the profession 
often ignores how enmeshed it is in the systems that 
reproduce structural inequalities. 

In 1965, Paul Davidoff1 called for the ‘advocate planner’ 
– engaged in the political process and sensitive to context. 
Similarly, Ananya Roy2 says, ‘Good or better planning 
cannot “solve” the crisis for planning that is implicated 
in the very production of the crisis.’ Architecture is no 
different from planning. As Henri Lefebvre3 iterates, ‘space 
is political’. Spatial practitioners should grapple with 
the political implications of their work. David Harvey4 
suggests architects see themselves as ‘insurgent’.

Moss, like many, will be revered for his contributions, 
which have made the world culturally richer (and his 
clients wealthier). But this isn’t enough. Moss, like others, 
must recognise that architecture is political. It can be 
co-opted by dominant forces, but it should be used to 
subvert the status quo. If not, architecture’s complicit role 
in global inequality will endure. In helping shape society, 
architecture remains relevant.  ■ 

SEEKING RELEVANCE 
IN ARCHITECTURE
In order to avoid becoming socially irrelevant, architects should deepen their reading of  
a project’s context and be cognisant of the political impetus behind their work.
By: Guy Trangoš, a professional South African architect and doctoral student at the Harvard Graduate School of Design in Boston, USA.

1 Davidoff, P. 1965. ‘Advocacy and Pluralism in Planning’, Journal of the American 
Planning Association, 31: 331−338.
2 Roy, A. 2009. ‘Why India Cannot Plan its Cities: Informality, insurgence and the 
idiom of urbanization’, Planning Theory, 8(1): 76−87.
3 Lefebvre, H. 1970. ‘Reflections on the Politics of Space’, Antipode, 8(6), 30−37.
4 Harvey, D. 2016. [Online] ‘The Insurgent Architect’, urbanNEXT. Available at: 
https://urbannext.net/the-insurgent-architect/
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1 Cedar Lakes. 2 Sandton. 3 Waterfall Estate. (All by Clive Hassall and GCRO 2016.) im
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